PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION

SWITCHES, CODE INDICATING WHEEL (PRINTED CIRCUIT),
THUMBWHEEL AND PUSH-BUTTON,
GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR

This supplement forms a part of MIL-PRF-22710H, dated 15 April 2013.

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SHEETS

MIL-PRF-22710/11 - Switches, Code, Indicating Wheel (Printed Circuit), Thumbwheel Switch Assembly, Integral Bezel, Non-sealed, Illuminated or Non-illuminated, Style SRPC11.

MIL-PRF-22710/12 - Switches, Code, Indicating Wheel (Printed Circuit), Thumbwheel Switch Assembly, Sealed Modules, Illuminated or Non-illuminated, Top Relampable, Style SRPC12.

MIL-PRF-22710/14 - Switches, Code, Indicating Wheel (Printed Circuit), Thumbwheel Switch Assembly, Integral Bezel, Non-sealed, Non-illuminated, Style SRPC14.

MIL-PRF-22710/15 - Switches, Code, Indicating Wheel (Printed Circuit), Thumbwheel Switch Assembly, Sealed Modules, Illuminated or Non-illuminated, (Top, Bottom, or Rear Relampable), Style SRPC15.

MIL-PRF-22710/17 - Switches, Code, Indicating Wheel (Printed Circuit), Pushbutton, Sealed, EMI/RFI Shielded, Illuminated or Non-illuminated, Style SRPC17.

MIL-PRF-22710/18 - Switches, Code, Indicating Wheel (Printed Circuit), Pushbutton, Bidirectional, Sealed or Unsealed, EMI/RFI Shielded, Illuminated or Non-illuminated, Style SRPC18-1 and -2.

MIL-PRF-22710/20 - Switches, Rotary (Printed Circuit), Thumbwheel Switch Assembly, Sealed Modules, Dual Illuminated, RFI Shielded, (Top and Bottom Relampable), Style SRPC20.

MIL-PRF-22710/23 - Switches, Code, Indicating Wheel (Printed Circuit), Pushbutton, Unidirectional, Sealed or Unsealed, EMI/RFI Shielded, Illuminated (Side Relampable) or Non-Illuminated, Style SRPC23.

MIL-PRF-22710/24 - Switches, Rotary (Printed Circuit), Toggle, Bidirectional, Sealed, Illuminated or Non-illuminated, Style SRPC24.

MIL-PRF-22710/30 - Switches, Rotary (Printed Circuit), Pushbutton, Bidirectional, Sealed, High Shock, RFI Shielded, Illuminated or Non-illuminated, Low Level, Style SRPC23.
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